Universal Sensor (Door Sensor)

What is the Universal Sensor?

The Universal Sensor enables wired devices to transmit a signal to a Lifeline home unit and other Tunstall telecare enabled systems, eliminating the need to hard wire the sensor or detector to the system. It enables wired devices and other equipment to raise wireless alarm calls and appropriate radio messages to the home unit using Plug and Play functionality. It can also be used as a Door Usage Sensor using the supplied door contacts or to wirelessly connect Natural Gas Detectors to home units.

What are the Benefits of the Universal Sensor?

- Simple - provides a simplified method of connecting the sensor to a Lifeline home unit
- Flexible - supports both normally open and normally closed contacts (existing ROM is normally open only). This allows connection of the sensor to the Natural Gas Detector to wirelessly connect it to a Lifeline home unit
- Door Usage Sensor - can be used as a simple door usage sensor using the supplied door contacts
How does the Universal Sensor work?

The Universal Sensor works as an interface between wired electrical devices and Tunstall telecare enabled systems. These may include an existing intruder alarm system, natural gas detector, carbon monoxide detector or pressure mat. Switches on the back of the sensor allow the installer to easily set the sensor to send a message to the home unit identifying which type of device it is linked to. When the attached device is triggered the Universal Sensor sends the appropriate message, providing the operator at the response centre with sufficient information to respond accordingly.

Who’s it for?

The Universal Sensor is designed for any individual, or situation that requires additional sensors for added protection.
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